### BUS DEPARTURE AND DROP OFF SCHEDULE

#### Schedule for September 25th, 2017 - June 15th, 2018

**Produced by Anteater Express**

**Phone:** (949) 824-5547

**Website:** [www.shuttle.uci.edu](http://www.shuttle.uci.edu)

### S Line: Saturday

**See Map at www.shuttle.uci.edu**

**PUERTA DEL SOL**

**PUERTA DEL SOL**

**8:08 PM**

**7:16 PM**

**3:38 PM**

**5:00 PM**

**7:16 PM**

**4:00 PM**

**7:14 PM**

**DEPARTURE**

**VDCN**

**12:51 PM**

**1:16 PM**

**1:21 PM**

**3:10 PM**

**2:34 PM**

**9:34 PM**

**1:10 PM**

**5:44 PM**

**3:30 PM**

**1:46 PM**

**2:40 PM**

**12:08 PM**

**4:16 PM**

**1:04 PM**

**8:38 PM**

**2:51 PM**

**12:46 PM**

**8:46 PM**

**8:04 PM**

**4:08 PM**

**10:21 PM**

**4:38 PM**

**5:14 PM**

**5:38 PM**

**10:00 PM**

**6:16 PM**

**6:38 PM**

**7:46 PM**

**10:38 AM**

**9:24 PM**

**8:08 PM**

**11:10 PM**

**9:46 PM**

**5:00 PM**

**7:00 PM**

**11:10 PM**

**6:14 PM**

**9:46 PM**

**9:00 PM**

**5:08 PM**

**4:46 PM**

**1:34 PM**

**4:08 PM**

**6:10 PM**

**11:04 AM**

**5:14 PM**

**in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**

**Bus Stops listed with the symbol**

**TIMED stops in which the shuttle**

**will depart no earlier than**

**the time indicated, all**

**other stops’ departure**

**times are only estimates.**